Full Stack Web Programming
We Design and Develop High Quality Websites for
MarketPlace, ICO-Sale, developing seamless experience
across different devices, ensuring our customers everything
to engage their users on any device they are working on.
From PHP, JAVA, NODE.JS, RAILS, PHYTHON, HTML5,
C#, ANGULAR.JS, WORDPRESS, MONGO-DB, ORACLE
MYSQL, SQLSERVER, CASSANDRA, we help you stay
ahead of competition.

Blockchain, Smart Contracts &
DAPP Development
We Blockchain Smart Contracts for Tokens, Voting, RealEstate and Crowdfunding Solution using Ethereum
Blockchain, EOS, NEO, NEM, based Crowdfunding
Platform for innovation. We move from fantastic token
design and ICO smart contracts to website deployment
(ICO/Token Landing Page), we provide an all-inclusive
development support for ICO including Bounty and Airdrop
Smart Contracts.

Complete App Development
We build Web Applications, Back-end systems, API for your
native. We also design and build new systems from scratch,
based on your idea, We connect applications to numbers of
external systems through their APIs. We design and deliver
scalable applications for handling large traffic in a pinch, for
growing businesses.

Cyber-Security Services
At Blockchaincoders, take a different approach towards
Cyber Security. We offer high security services against allround cyber attacks for Low and High Business Platforms
including Cryptocurrency Exchange Platforms. We deliver
quality services tailored to your needs. We build an
accurate profile of your primary business function, where
threats come from, and what the goal of your security
assessment is. We focus on long term relationships with
our clients to ensure your company gets the best
penetration test possible, we offer you our high-end,
professional security audit services tailored to your needs.

Smart Contract Audit
Running a Smart contract for your project guarantees total
decentralization and increased transparency of your
platform, and this comes with a need to ensure the security
of smart contracts too. To ensure that your smart contract
is secure and ready for deployment, Blockchain-Coders is
here to provide you with our "Smart Contract Audit
Services" to check for vulnerabilities in your contract which
can be exploited by malicious actors, leading to stolen and
often unrecoverable funds, or unintentional code executions
that could result in the locking up of millions of dollars.

Thank You
For more information and to Kick-off your project, kindly
mail us:
Contact Mail:
hello@blockchaincoders.info
Mobile Contacts:
(+234) 08060327018
(+234) 08033657540

